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Chapter 2471 Ye Chen Against Mo Xi's Army 

 

 

"All the preparations have been completed, we can start firing at any time" He told Mo Xi that the 

preparations were complete, all that was left was to fill the artifact with souls and start firing. 

 

"Then start quickly, no one is allowed to disturb us, make sure no one dares to approach this place" Mo 

Xi gave an order, he gave an order for people not to approach this place. 

 

"Got it, I'll do it right away" They immediately sealed this place, they sealed this place so that no one 

would come near this place. 

 

"Let's get out of this place, after so long, we can finally get out of this place" Mo Xi was very happy, after 

generations of struggle, he could finally get out of this place, this was the dream of all his ancestors, Mo 

Xi must not let them all down. 

 

"This time I will complete the task that you can't complete, just watch" Mo Xi said that he will complete 

the task that his ancestors couldn't complete. 

 

"They've already started, this is bad" Shen Niang couldn't allow this, she couldn't just let this matter go. 

 

"I will try to stop them" Shen Niang decided to try to stop them, she tried her best to stop them all. 

 

"There are enemies. . ." The existence of Shen Niang was easily revealed, he revealed his existence 

easily. 

 

"Stop her, don't let her pass by and disrupt the plan we have" 

 

They all immediately tried to stop Shen Niang, they did their best to stop what Shen Niang was doing. 
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With Shen Niang's current strength, she was almost invincible, she couldn't possibly be stopped by 

anyone else. 

 

"All of you will not be able to stop me" Shen Niang said that they would not be able to stop her. 

 

"You have walked into our trap, don't you realize that" Mo Xi said to Shen Niang, he told her that Shen 

Niang walked into their trap. 

 

"What do you mean?" Shen Niang looked around, she saw a huge formation in this place. 

 

"Ancient formation, don't tell me that this is a celestial law formation" Shen Niang of course knew that 

this was an ancient formation, this was a formation that could give Shen Niang a hard time. 

 

"That person, they left such a powerful formation, they must have thought about it until now" Shen 

Niang said in her heart. 

 

"Stay there for a while, you will see extraordinary things in this place" Mo Xi told Shen Niang, she told 

Shen Niang to see what would happen next. 

 

"I won't stay still" Shen Niang didn't want to see the damage, she decided to try to get out of this 

annoying formation. 

 

"hahahaha" Mo Xi laughed, she laughed when she saw what Shen Niang did, Shen Niang would have no 

chance to get out of this place. 

 

"Master, it looks like something bad happened outside, aren't you going to get out of this place" Chu 

Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen that something bad happened outside and they needed Ye 

Chen's help. 

 

"I understand, I will do it" Ye Chen opened his eyes, he was now done. 



 

"Let's solve this problem quickly" Ye Chen wanted to solve this problem quickly. 

 

"Um... . ." Chu Yuechan agreed with what Ye Chen said, they had to settle what was currently 

happening. 

 

Ye Chen had finished his breakthrough, he had almost spent everything he had earned so far. 

 

"Let's start" Ye Chen came out from inside the fairy gate, he came out and went straight to Shen Niang's 

place, right now everyone's future is at stake, Ye Chen must solve this problem first. 

 

Yu Ting joined Mo Xi, she joined Mo Xi and started to attack Ye Chen. 

 

"I hope he will come, we will solve the problem in this place" Yu Ting came, he brought the entire 

remaining army, the number might not be much because it had been reduced by Ye Chen. 

 

Although the number has been reduced enough, this is still enough to fight all of Ye Chen. 

 

"With the formation in this place, I should be able to defeat Ye Chen, I will definitely defeat him right 

now" Yu Ting will definitely defeat Ye Chen, she will definitely do her best to defeat Ye Chen by all 

means. 

 

After some time Ye Chen arrived at Shen Niang's place, Ye Chen could clearly see that Shen Niang was in 

trouble, he saw that Shen Niang was currently unable to leave her current place. 

 

There was a large formation that made Shen Niang unable to move freely. 

 

"Yue Chen, what is it, tell me what it is" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan. 

 

"It's a celestial law formation" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen what was in front of him. 

 



"So that's it, I understand" Ye Chen understood, he started to understand what was in front of him. 

 

"You have to be careful, it will be troublesome if you get stuck there" Chu Yuechan gave a warning to Ye 

Chen, she gave a warning to Ye Chen not to get dragged in there. 

 

"Then I'll just destroy that formation from the outside, I have to stop that weapon, it's starting to spread 

and capture the souls of people near this place" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

 

"I saw it, it looks like that thing is also very dangerous" Chu Yuechan agreed with what Ye Chen said, she 

agreed to go along with the plan Ye Chen had. 

 

"Then I will start" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan, he told Chu Yuechan that he would start. 

 

"Dimension Breaker" Ye Chen used the Dimension Breaker, he began to destroy the enemy by using 

tremendous destructive power. 

 

"Boom. ." The enemy formation began to be chaotic due to what Ye Chen did, the enemy formation 

could no longer be balanced due to the attacks made by Ye Chen. 

 

"What's going on over there, who did that?" Mo Xi saw who did that and disrupted the plan he had. 

 

Ye Chen appeared in front of Mo Xi, he showed his strength in front of Mo Xi. 

 

"You again, stop interfering with my plans" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen to stop interfering 

with his plans. 

 

"I won't let your plan succeed, I will make sure that you die in this place" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, he told 

Mo Xi to die in this place. 

 

"What a bad guys, you are a very annoying guy" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

 



"Kill him for me" Mo Xi gave an order, he gave an order to kill Ye Chen. 

 

Using the order given by Mo Xi, they all immediately attacked Ye Chen, they used all the strength they 

had to kill Ye Chen. 

 

"Get away from me" Ye Chen used a very strong darkness power, he erased those who became his 

enemies. 

 

"So strong, when did he become this strong" Mo Xi was surprised by the strength Ye Chen had, she 

didn't expect Ye Chen to be that strong. 

 

"Just kill him, don't let him act freely" Yu Ting said to everyone, she told everyone to kill Ye Chen right 

away. 

Chapter 2472 Mo Xi's Strongest Army 

 

 

"Kill him, he wants to disrupt the plan we have" everyone went berserk, they all went berserk and 

headed towards Ye Chen. 

 

"I told you to get out of the way, did you all not listen to what I said" Ye Chen was furious, he destroyed 

those who dared to resist. 

 

His goal was Mo Xi, the people in this place were just bullies. 

 

"Stop him" Mo Xi ordered everyone to stop Ye Chen, he stopped Ye Chen using every effort available. 

 

There were many strong people who tried to stop Ye Chen, despite trying, they were still unable to stop 

Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was too strong for them, and they wouldn't be able to stop Ye Chen. 

 



"this person, he has already broken through, since when did he make a breakthrough, this doesn't make 

sense" Mo Xi didn't expect that Ye Chen had already broken through, it wasn't strange that no one was 

able to defeat Ye Chen, it was because the current Ye Chen was too strong. 

 

"They won't be able to win, I have to do something to stop that guy" Mo Xi knew that his existing troops 

wouldn't be able to deal with Ye Chen. 

 

"Go ahead and kill him, use everything you have to kill him, the one who brings his head to me will get 

more rewards" Mo Xi ordered the troops behind him. 

 

Each of them was a cultivator who had more talent than a genius, they had strength that defied the 

talent and geniuses in the world. 

 

"Understood, we will solve it quickly, master does not need to be afraid and worried about this matter" 

They promised that they would defeat Ye Chen. 

 

They seemed to believe that they were all capable of defeating Ye Chen, to them Ye Chen was not a 

threat. 

 

Five people advanced towards Ye Chen, they all advanced and directly attacked Ye Chen using all the 

strength and abilities they had. 

 

"You guys . . . " the strength of these people seemed stronger when compared to the people Ye Chen 

was fighting against, they seemed to be the strongest army Mo Xi had. 

 

"So you guys are the strongest army Mo Xi has" Ye Chen said to the five people standing in front of him. 

 

"Shut up, people like you don't deserve to live, we will kill you quickly" they said to Ye Chen, they told Ye 

Chen that they would destroy Ye Chen immediately. 

 

"You are all as arrogant as your master, then I will defeat you all" Ye Chen will silence them, with his 

strength he will silence Mo Xi's dog. 

 



"Lightning of Destruction" One of them directly attacked Ye Chen by using full power, the power used 

was so powerful, it was able to destroy anything easily. 

 

Billions of lightning bolts hit Ye Chen's body, Ye Chen's body was enveloped by tons of lightning bolts, Ye 

Chen's body was almost impossible to see. 

 

This guy was crazy, he used more power to destroy Ye Chen. 

 

"Scum, just die there" The strength of Gu Yuan was very, he had sky defying strength, he was also called 

the killer of geniuses, his strength was far compared to all the geniuses in God Realm. 

 

"You killed him right away, we should have some fun first" one of them was dissatisfied when he saw Gu 

Yuan stealing the stage from them. 

 

The person who spoke was Nandu Mian, he was one of those people with terrifying strength and a scary 

face like a fighter who had gone through many battles. 

 

It would be extremely terrifying when he made him move against Ye Chen. 

 

"hahaha, he's too weak, I expected more from him" Gu Yuan said that he expected more from Ye Chen. 

 

"Is it just like that?" Ye Chen suddenly appeared, appearing behind Gu Yuan's body. 

 

"What, how can you still be alive, no way, that should be enough to kill you" Gu Yuan said to Ye Chen. 

 

"Are you kidding me, the weak lightning you have won't be able to kill me, remember that" Ye Chen 

used heavenly lightning, he scorched Gu Yuan with just one strike. 

 

"No way, with just one strike, this is impossible" everyone in this place was shocked when they saw 

what happened, they were all of course shocked when they saw what happened to Gu Yuan. 

 



"Alright, that leaves you guys, what are you going to do?" Ye Chen said to the remaining of the enemies, 

there were still four people who wanted to fight him. 

 

"Damn it, we can still kill you even if our numbers are reduced by one" Nandu Mian this time became 

the one who fought Ye Chen. 

 

She took out a katana sword and began to make quick slashes that had a speed faster than the speed of 

light. 

 

"Die, I will divide you into pieces, accept this" Nandu Mian said to Ye Chen, he used a sword with 

extremely terrifying power. 

 

Ye Chen stretched out his finger, he blocked all the incoming attacks using his finger. 

 

"Huh, what happened, he blocked my attack using one finger, this is impossible" Nandu Mian couldn't 

believe what he saw, all of this must be a dream, there was no way such an attack could be blocked 

using just one finger, this was a ridiculous thing and couldn't be believed by someone who was the 

enemy of geniuses. 

 

"How about it, still want to try it again?" Ye Chen said to Nandu Mian. 

 

Ye Chen challenged Nandu Mian, he told Nandu Mian to try it again, he wanted to see more strength 

possessed by his enemy. 

 

"Damn it, you are arrogant, I will show you a technique that will make you regret being born in this 

world, you will feel the most painful death" Nandu Mian said to Ye Chen. 

 

Nandu Mian picked up a sword that was quite mysterious, this was a nameless sword, this sword had no 

name and looked very powerful. 

 

When it was taken out of its sheath, the sword screamed and made a sound that made the ears and 

body of the person who heard it shudder with fear. 

 



"No way, what's going on here" A lot of people couldn't believe it when they saw what happened, they 

saw something so horrible, they didn't know what it was, but it was horrible and made them all feel a 

sense of fear and horror. 

 

"This is a nameless sword, it has a very terrifying power and no one knows its name" Nandu Mian said to 

Ye Chen. 

 

"Is that the sword you have, it looks uncontrollable, are you sure you can use it?" Ye Chen said to Nandu 

Mian. 

 

That sword was so horrible, it wouldn't be able to be used because it was too horrible. 
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the way of the sword for a very long time, our differences are as far apart as heaven and earth" Nandu 

Mian said to Ye Chen. 

 

From what Nandu Mian said, he seemed to already have a Dao Sword. 

 

"You can use Dao Sword, it's not strange that you can launch fast sword attacks" Ye Chen said. 

 

"Get ready, this will be the end of your journey" Nandu Mian headed towards Ye Chen, he was about to 

cut Ye Chen into pieces. 

Chapter 2473 Ye Chen Vs Mo Xi Final (1) 

 

 

"Take this slash, and die" Nandu Mian drew the nameless sword in his hand, the slash made by Nandu 

Mian was very strong, it was too strong to make the other people step aside and stay away. 

 

Ye Chen used a stick that he found, he fought Nandu Mian using the stick. 

 



"What a fool, does he know what he is doing" Many people sneered at Ye Chen, they all sneered at Ye 

Chen who wanted to defeat Nandu Mian with a wooden stick, it was the most ridiculous thing that 

everyone had ever seen. 

 

"How ridiculous, wanting to beat me in such a ridiculous way, you're trying to be funny" Nandu Mian 

said. 

 

"Don't be arrogant, take a good look at what I can do to you" Ye Chen told Nandu Mian to see what he 

could do. 

 

"hahaha, dead. .." Nandu Mian swung the nameless sword with terrifying speed, it was even able to flip 

the air around, no one could defend against such a powerful attack. 

 

"slash. . ." just when Nandu Mian thought that he had cut Ye Chen, her body suddenly spun in the air. 

 

"What's happening to me?" Nandu Mian was confused by what had just happened, he didn't understand 

what had just happened to him. 

 

His body was spinning and he was completely floating in the air. 

 

Just now the two exchanged blows, Ye Chen used a wooden stick to fight Nandu Mian. 

 

Meanwhile Nandu Mian used the sword in his hand, he used full force, but strangely he lost and his 

body was cut off by Ye Chen. 

 

"No way, this can't be happening, I can't lose" Nandu Mian said that he couldn't lose to Ye Chen, how 

could a strong person like him lose in the hands of someone like Ye Chen. 

 

"Defeating a swordsman without using a stick, your sword Dao ability must be at an extremely great 

level" the remaining three people looked at Ye Chen, they were looking at Ye Chen who could defeat a 

swordsman with one swing of a wooden stick. 

 



"You guys are too weak, how could Mo Xi send you guys against me, that would be suicide" Ye Chen said 

to the three people in front of him. 

 

Ye Chen was too strong, he defeated a sword expert very easily without any difficulty. 

 

"Alright, let's see who my next opponent is" Ye Chen wanted to see who his next opponent was, he 

wanted to know his next opponent. 

 

"he is too strong, we should work together to defeat him" they decided to work together, they decided 

to work together in defeating Ye Chen 

 

They finally decided to work together, in this matter, they could only work together to defeat and fight 

Ye Chen by using the strength they had. 

 

With this they should be able to fight Ye Chen, they can defeat Ye Chen quickly. 

 

Among them are two men and one woman, the three of them are fire, water and earth users, the 

combination of the five powers is great, the power they have is also very great and very strong. 

 

"Let's finish this quickly, use all the power you have to kill him here quickly, our task will be completed 

soon, and everything will go smoothly" They must defeat Ye Chen immediately, as long as they defeat Ye 

Chen, then there will be no more things that bother them. 

 

"Flame Explosion Blow, Water Arrow Wave, Stone Big Gun" They used extremely powerful attacks, 

super powerful and large attacks were launched towards Ye Chen. 

 

"The strength of the three of them is amazing" Yu Ting was a little surprised by the strength possessed 

by the three people in front of him, the three of them were strong enough to fight Ye Chen. 

 

Although they were already very strong, they were still far from being able to defeat Ye Chen, to be 

honest Ye Chen was on another level that they couldn't touch. 

 



Ye Chen flicked his finger, the moment he did that, the entire attack was instantly in place, the attack 

did not come closer towards Ye Chen's direction. 

 

"He stopped the attack we had, that can't be happening" They all couldn't believe that Ye Chen was able 

to stop an attack with such super strong destructive power. 

 

"I return this attack to you guys" Ye Chen said that he returned this powerful attack to the three of 

them. 

 

"Boom. . ." a powerful explosion occurred, the super powerful explosion that occurred instantly threw 

them. 
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attacks. 

 

"Stop messing around and face me" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, he told Mo Xi to come forward and face him. 

 

"Damn it, you're really making me angry" Mo Xi was annoyed, it seemed like now she had to fight and 

finish Ye Chen. 

 

"I'm actually lazy to settle this matter, but I have no choice but to do so, I will annihilate you with my 

own hands" Mo Xi told Ye Chen, he would kill Ye Chen using his own hands. 

 

Finally Mo Xi decided to fight Ye Chen by using his own hands, this would be a fierce battle between Ye 

Chen and Mo Xi. 

 

"A power of light overflows from Mo Xi's body, this power is really too great and perhaps the basic level 

of attacking power is above Shen Niang. 

 

Shen Niang once said to Ye Chen, her strength is the weakest, that's why she can't win without the 

power of darkness. 

 



"so this is the inheritance you have, it is not strange that you can defeat the enemy easily" now Ye Chen 

understands, this is the inheritance of Mo Clan, their strength is really worthy of light users and perhaps 

they are the most powerful. 

 

"I will directly show you the difference in strength we have, you will definitely be surprised at the 

difference in strength we now have" Mo Xi said. 

 

  "Mo Xi's strength continues to increase, she is increasing her strength very quickly without any 

limitations. 

 

"Technique, no, that's an artifact, he increased her strength using an artifact?" Ye Chen realized what 

was happening, he felt Mo Xi's strength rising as time went by, his strength was completely above Ye 

Chen's cultivation right now. 

 

"Die stinky boy, and stop interfering with the plans I have" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen to 

stop interfering with his plans. 

 

"What a coincidence, this is the perfect time to try out the power of darkness I have get ready" Ye Chen 

said to Mo Xi. 

 

Ye Chen used the power of darkness, from his hand appeared the power of darkness, Ye Chen clenched 

his power, the darkness in his hand became bigger and seemed stronger. 

 

"take this" Mo Xi hit Ye Chen with a light hammer, he made an enormous light hammer to hit Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen extended his fist, he wanted to fight Mo Xi head on using his fist. 

 

"Boom. ." the power of the two of them met, the moment their power met, a huge explosion appeared 

and it made the surroundings shake. 

 

"Die. . . die" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen to die and disappear from the world. 

 



Mo Xi no longer held back, he used quite a lot of strength just to get rid of Ye Chen. 

Chapter 2474 Ye Chen Vs Mo Xi Final (2) 

 

 

Ye Chen still hadn't unleashed his full power, he could still hold back when facing Mo Xi. 

 

Mo Xi's body started trembling, he started trembling when fighting Ye Chen's darkness attack. 

 

"What's going on, he shouldn't be able to withstand the light hammer attack, how can he survive, the 

difference in strength we have is huge" Mo Xi couldn't possibly lose to a commoner like Ye Chen. 

 

he comes from a high place and can't compare to a dirtbag like Ye Chen. 

 

Plus he has great and amazing strength, it can't be compared to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen smiled wickedly, he began to increase strength, instantly Mo Xi retreated backwards. 

 

"Bammm" Mo Xi lost the battle just now, she was defeated by Ye Chen in terms of strength. 

 

"This must be a joke, this can't be happening, this must be a lie" Mo Xi didn't want to accept the result, 

he didn't accept Ye Chen's defeat. 

 

Any kind of defeat was unacceptable, he couldn't accept losing to someone like Ye Chen. 

 

"I am the best, I can't possibly lose to you" Mo Xi unleashed even more power, he was going to avenge 

the defeat in the previous attack. 

 

Mo Xi's strength was much greater compared to before, this time she really used all the strength and 

artifacts in his body. 

 



"Mo Xi's weakness is in the left hand, I will try to target it" Ye Chen had observed this since the previous 

battle, he saw that Mo Xi rarely fought Ye Chen using the left hand. 

 

It seemed like Nanlan Lia was serious about the information about Mo Xi, it seemed like it was a weak 

point that Mo Xi had. 

 

"Let's get started" Ye Chen couldn't wait to get started, he started targeting Mo Xi's left hand. 

 

Mo Xi dodged Ye Chen's attack, he used all his skills to avoid Ye Chen's attack. 

 

"Why are you dodging, did something happen to you for you to dodge" Ye Chen smiled, he felt that he 

already knew Mo Xi's biggest weakness. 

 

"Is he aware" Mo Xi felt that if Ye Chen was aware, he must have realized what he was hiding. 

 

"That can't be the case, no one should be aware of this matter, I have hidden it well" Mo Xi was sure 

that no one would be aware of this matter. 

 

Ye Chen used the wooden stick that was still in his hand, he attacked Mo Xi's left arm with several quick 

and powerful strikes. 

 

Mo Xi didn't have enough time to dodge every attack launched by Ye Chen, honestly there was no time 

to dodge the attacks launched by Ye Chen. 

 

"What's wrong, why are you dodging, come fight me, don't be a coward" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

 

"You... . ." Mo Xi pointed at Ye Chen, Ye Chen had just mocked him with the words of a coward. 

 

"Let's see what you're hiding from me" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

 

Ye Chen used his wooden stick as well as his speed to attack Mo Xi's right arm. 



 

"Gahh. . ." Mo Xi's right arm was hit by Ye Chen's attack, it was severely injured by Ye Chen's attack. 

 

"Damn, so annoying, I hate this" Mo Xi hated this, he felt severe pain from attacks. 

 

"It's nice to see the reaction you have, you should often show that kind of reaction" Ye Chen said to Mo 

Xi. 

 

Ye Chen was satisfied when he saw Mo Xi in pain, he was really satisfied because he was finally able to 

beat Mo Xi up. 

 

Mo Xi used more armor, he used more defense to protect his arm. 

 

"It's no use, I will destroy all your defenses, I will enjoy when you are destroyed" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, 

he will enjoy the process of defeating Mo Xi. 

 

Ye Chen's face looked very evil and full of tricks, he made a face that made the enemy feel horrified just 

by looking at it. 

 

Mo Xi glared at Ye Chen, if this gaze could kill, Ye Chen would have been killed thousands of times by Mo 

Xi's gaze. 

 

"I really don't like you" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen that he didn't like this kind of thing. 

 

"You have disturbed a god, you will get the punishment you deserve, in the name of the world I will 

destroy you" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen, he vowed to destroy Ye Chen. 

 

"Stop talking nonsense when you are dealing with me, to be honest I am not happy with what you are 

saying, we both remember that well" Ye Chen tells that he is not happy with all the things said by Mo Xi. 

 

"Remember my words, I will defeat you, so prepare yourself to lose, I think this will be the first time you 

lose" Ye Chen pointed at Mo Xi. 



 

Both of them gave off equally strong killing auras, they showed that they were serious about killing each 

other. 

 

Ye Chen's strength was strong, it was able to match the full strength possessed by Mo Xi. 

 

Mo Xi stared at Ye Chen with a sharp gaze, he could see that Ye Chen's aura was strong, this man was 

much stronger than Mo Xi had previously encountered. 

 

Ye Chen has grown since the last time he fought with Mo Xi's replacement body, if this was the previous 

Ye Chen, then he definitely wouldn't be able to defend against Mo Xi who has used a lot of talismans, 

artifacts and pills to increase his strength. 

 

From Mo Xi's back emerged enormous wings of light, the wings instantly spread out and surrounded the 

surroundings. 

 

"I will show you the most powerful and destructive light power" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

 

The powerful light began to press on Ye Chen's body, the power of the light had tremendous strength, 

Ye Chen was like being crushed by something very heavy and could not be imagined by normal people. 

 

This made Ye Chen unable to move freely, the surroundings also had a hot temperature. 

 

The pressure around also increased, even strong iron would crumble under the super terrifying pressure 

released by Mo Xi. 

 

"You must be surprised by the power I have now, you should know that this is a power that can make 

this world submit to me" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 
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of this world" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

 



"Scum, what are you talking about, you still don't recognize the greatness that I have" Mo Xi said to Ye 

Chen. 

 

"I will show you the power that can destroy you" Ye Chen released the restraints on his body, until now 

he was still using the weights on his body. 

 

When Ye Chen released all the ballast in his body, he felt very light when he released everything in his 

body. 

 

"Do you think releasing some ballast like that can defeat me, don't be silly" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

 

"Let's see if it can defeat you or not. . ." Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

 

Ye Chen disappeared from his place, he appeared behind Mo Xi's body and kicked Mo Xi's body. 

Chapter 2475 [Bonus ]Ye Chen Vs Mo Xi Final (3) 

 

 

"What, how is it possible for him to still be able to move, he should no longer be able to move, pressure 

this strong, it is impossible for humans to overcome" Mo Xi couldn't believe it when he saw Ye Chen was 

able to resist the power of light pressure that surpassed the limits of human ability. 

 

"Booom. . ." the body of Mo Xi shot out and crashed into a huge boulder until it shattered into pieces. 

 

The size of the rock was shocking, it was probably thousands of times compared to the earth and it 

shattered when it received the impact of Mo Xi's body. 

 

"My strength becomes very strong when I let go of all restrictions" Ye Chen became stronger when he 

let go of his restrictions. 

 

Now that there was nothing restricting Ye Chen's movements, he could use his full strength to beat up 

Mo Xi. 

 



"spit. . ." Mo Xi spat, he seemed to be injured after receiving a direct kick from Ye Chen. 

 

Mo Xi's body quickly recovered, only him left hand could not heal. 

 

Mo Xi got back up, he was not willing to lose to Ye Chen and decided to fight back with Ye Chen. 

 

Mo Xi this time brought out a light sword with a very large size, the size of the sword shown by Mo Xi 

was amazing, at least the size was about 10,000 miles and could be used to destroy a solar system 

easily. 

 

"This is a light sword that has killed quite a few demons in the past, be prepared to receive it" Mo Xi said 

to Ye Chen. 
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sword with great power shot towards Ye Chen. 

 

Even though the light sword looked huge, it could still dart out at an incredible speed, it was even as fast 

as light. 

 

"Dark Storm Shield" a vortex of darkness wrapped around Ye Chen's body, the dark vortex would 

protect Ye Chen from attacks that tried to get close. 

 

The demon slaying light sword headed towards Ye Chen and directly stabbed trying to pierce Ye Chen's 

body. 

 

"Clang. . ." The darkness possessed by Ye Chen was able to withstand the incoming attacks. 

 

"Clang" part of the demon slaying light sword shattered when it tried to penetrate Ye Chen's defense, 

 

besides being able to attack the defense of darkness can also attack, it is a defense that has two 

functions, attack and defense. 

 



"More will come to you" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen, more attacks were coming towards Ye Chen. 

 

More attacks were directed towards Ye Chen, Mo Xi launched more attacks towards Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen decided to increase his strength, he increased more of his strength. 

 

The Dark Storm Shield became bigger and bigger, it began to expand and swallow what was around. 

 

"It can move?" Mo Xi retreated, all his attacks were devoured by Ye Chen, Mo Xi had to retreat because 

she didn't want to be sucked in by the darkness. 

 

"Keep going" Ye Chen continued to expand the range of the Dark Storm Shield, it was getting wider and 

wider and covered almost the whole place. 

 

"Damn it, it's so strong" The suction power of the Dark Storm Shield was very strong, if Mo Xi was 

sucked in he would definitely be crushed by the grinding power of the dark vortex. 

 

Mo Xi's decision to retreat was very correct, she made a good decision. 

 

Ye Chen was unable to catch Mo Xi, that's why he decided to slightly change his attacking method. 

 

"Dark Hole" Ye Chen used the darkness technique again, this time he created a Dark Hole to absorb and 

destroy Mo Xi. 

 

A ball of darkness appeared near Mo Xi, the black ball was the size of a ping pong ball and started to 

suck the body from Mo Xi. 

 

"ohhh. . ., damn. . ." Mo Xi tried to escape, he used his light wings to escape from Dark Hole. 

 

Mo Xi sacrificed his wings to escape, he chose to sacrifice his wings to be able to escape from Dark 

Hole's pursuit. 



 

Dark Hole was able to move after Mo Xi, Dark Hole was able to keep up with Mo Xi's speed, it sucked in 

everything in front of it. 

 

All the things that entered were instantly destroyed and consumed by the darkness, it ate all the things 

that entered easily. 

 

"I will destroy the dark hole" Mo Xi decided to destroy Dark Hole. 

 

"demon slaying light sword" Mo Xi again used the demon slaying light sword technique, he used the 

demon slaying light sword to fight and destroy Dark Hole. 

 

When the demon slaying light sword clashed with the Dark Hole, the demon slaying light sword was 

destroyed, it was not strong enough to destroy the Dark Hole possessed by Ye Chen. 

 

Although it is small, Dark Hole has tremendous strength and also durability, it will not be easy for Mo Xi 

to destroy. 

 

"Where do you want to run, I will still chase you" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, he will continue to work on Mo 

Xi, he will not stop before destroying Mo Xi. 

 

Ye Chen's current attack method is very powerful, it is enough to make Mo Xi feel troubled. 

 

Mo Xi flew like a bird dodging a predator, his movements were very agile and sometimes he would be 

on the edge of the Dark Hole. 

 

If Mo Xi is careless, she might go straight into the Dark Hole. 

 

Mo Xi was indeed agile, most likely it was because she was a light user, she was able to move at a speed 

that exceeded the speed of light. 

 



"It can't be like this, she's too fast, I have to come down directly to stop her movement" Ye Chen 

decided to attack, if he didn't join the attack, then the battle wouldn't be finished quickly. 

 

Ye Chen ran at maximum speed, he caught up to Mo Xi within a second. 

 

"Bam. . ." Ye Chen's attack could easily hit Mo Xi, he targeted Mo Xi's weak left arm. 

 

"Bastard, it's him again" Mo Xi cursed in a very loud voice, she didn't see the arrival of Ye Chen, it made 

Ye Chen's attack hit right into Mo Xi's body. 

 

  "Shut up and go in there" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, he told Mo Xi to go inside the Dark Hole. 

 

Ye Chen's attack instantly made Mo Xi fly towards the direction of the Dark Hole, it was right and made 

Mo Xi enter into it. 

 

"Damn. . ." Mo Xi cursed, she entered and the power of darkness tried to swallow his body at an 

incredible speed. 

 

"Be destroyed" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi whose body had partially entered into the vortex of darkness. 

 

Mo Xi's body was absorbed, the darkness devoured Mo Xi's body, Mo Xi's body was almost completely 

covered by the deep darkness. 

 

"I refuse to lose" Mo Xi refused to lose, he refused to lose to Ye Chen. 

 

A spot of light appeared on Mo Xi's chest, an extremely dazzling light enveloped and covered Mo Xi's 

body. 

 

The light that enveloped Mo Xi's body started to fight back against the darkness around, Mo Xi was 

finally able to break free from the Dark Hole. 

Chapter 2476 Ye Chen Vs Mo Xi Final (4) 



 

 

"I didn't expect that someone could force me to show the Immortal light armor" Mo Xi showed a 

powerful top grade armor, this was a top grade artifact that should be at the Legend Tier level, a top 

grade artifact that was rare and hard to find. 

 

Not everyone can afford to own it, only people who have reached the very top of the cultivation world 

can own it. 

 

The body of Mo Xi was wrapped in dazzling white armor, Immortal light armor was indeed very 

powerful, it protected Mo Xi's body from the effects of darkness. 

 

In addition, the strength and defense possessed by Mo Xi are also increased. 

 

It won't be easy to defeat Mo Xi who is already wearing the Immortal light armor. 

 

"It seems like the armor is very hard and difficult to break through" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

 

eαglesnovel`c,om Chu Yuechan told him that if the armor was going to be so hard, it must have been 

made using the finest and rarest materials in order to withstand strong attacks. 

 

The Legend Tier weapon was a weapon intentionally made to fight the Heavenly Tier, so its strength 

could not be underestimated. 

 

"Let's see if you can still attack me now, the defense I have now is very strong, you won't have a chance 

to hurt me anymore" Now there is no reason for Mo Xi to be afraid of Ye Chen. 

 

"Accept the attack I have" this time Mo Xi became the one who attacked Ye Chen, he attacked Ye Chen 

quite optimistically. 

 

"Bam. . ." Mo Xi started to launch attacks towards Ye Chen, he launched quite a few attacks towards Ye 

Chen. 



 

Ye Chen was flung and knocked away by Mo Xi, Mo Xi's strength was terrifying, those who saw could 

only shudder, Mo Xi didn't give Ye Chen a chance, he beat Ye Chen ferociously. 

 

The attack launched by Mo Xi was extremely destructive, if it was an ordinary person who was at the 

same level as Mo Xi, they would definitely not be able to last less than 5 seconds. 

 

Obviously they would die if they directly received the attack launched by Mo Xi. 

 

"Receive this and be destroyed" Ye Chen's body floated in the air, all the attacks were received by Ye 

Chen. 

 

"Die. . die. . ." Mo Xi shouted in a high tone, he launched more attacks towards Ye Chen's direction. 

 

Mo Xi had no mercy on Ye Chen, he used all the power to crush Ye Chen's body. 

 

Powerful light descended and slammed into Ye Chen's body, a huge explosion shook the land and sky. 

 

The entire attack launched was completely received by Ye Chen, there was no chance for Ye Chen to 

defend against the attack. 

 

"Boom. . . " Ye Chen's body hit the ground, his body hit the ground with an explosive sound. 

 

The impact of the attack just now was quite large, the ground below was hollowed out quite large, the 

size was truly incredible. 

 

"I won. . ." Mo Xi was already sure that he won, such a powerful attack should have been enough to kill 

Ye Chen, he was the winner in the battle against Ye Chen. 

 

"Long live master Mo, Long live master Mo, Long live master Mo" all the spectators cheered, they all 

cheered when they saw the victory of Mo Xi, this was the beginning of their glory. 



 

This day would be history for everyone. 

 

"woshhhhh. . ." just when Mo Xi thought that everything was done, Ye Chen came out of the pit, he 

came out of the pit and looked at Mo Xi. 

 

"Not bad, but that wasn't enough to defeat me" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

 

This shocked everyone in this place, everyone was naturally shocked when they saw Ye Chen still alive 

after receiving consecutive attacks from Mo Xi. 

 

The triumphant face of Mo Xi instantly turned ugly, he changed his expression quickly. 

 

"I will kill you, no matter how many lives you have" Mo Xi was going to kill Ye Chen, he didn't care about 

how many lives Ye Chen had. 

 

Mo Xi again tried to attack Ye Chen, he tried to fight Ye Chen by using more attacks and more power. 

 

Ye Chen used punches to attack, this time he used physical strength to attack Mo Xi. 

 

"cough. ." Ye Chen's punch was very powerful, it pierced straight through the armor and instantly made 

a light wound for Mo Xi. 

 

"So strong, is that his punch, how can that person's punch be so strong" Mo Xi honestly didn't believe 

that Ye Chen's punch could be that strong, it was quite a hard thing to accept. 

 

"There's more, take this" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, telling Mo Xi to take his attack. 

 

Mo Xi could only surrender when he received a punch from Ye Chen, he couldn't counter Ye Chen's 

punch, it was too strong for Mo Xi. 

 



"It can't be like this, it shouldn't be like this, I am the supreme king" Mo Xi didn't want to accept, why 

was he still losing, he had used everything he had, but why was  still losing to Ye Chen. 

 

"Feel this" Mo Xi decided to retaliate, Mo Xi didn't care about anything else, he didn't think about 

anything else and started attacking Ye Chen using all his strength and abilities he had left. 

 

The battle became very fierce, both of them attacked each other and did not want to lose. 

 

Mo Xi lost his sobriety in the battle, he lost his composure and attacked Ye Chen blindly and didn't care 

about his own safety. 

 

Ye Chen was leading the battle that was taking place, he was leading the battle that was taking place 

because he was superior compared to Mo Xi. 

 

"Kneel" Mo Xi knelt down, he seemed to have been battered from Ye Chen's attack. 

 

His breathing was irregular and his face became very red, he was completely humiliated by Ye Chen. 

 

"This is the end for you" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, he told his that this is the end for Mo Xi. 

 

"You are a very strong opponent, you are the first person to make me like this" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen, 

he told Ye Chen that he was the first person to make Mo Xi in such an embarrassing situation. 

 

"I will use the ancestral weapon, I didn't expect that this day would come to use it" Mo Xi said to Ye 

Chen. 

 

"Ancestral weapon, do you still have a good thing you want to show me" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

 

"Of course I want to show it to you, more precisely the last time you saw it" Mo Xi started to remove the 

armor on the left arm, all the armor and protections were removed. 

 



A pale white hand appeared on Ye Chen's eyelids. 

 

"I'll let it go" Mo Xi decided to let it go, he decided to release the power in his left hand. 

 

"Boom" a powerful explosion came out from Mo Xi's left hand, Mo Xi's left hand was now filled with a 

powerful light. 

 

The aura possessed by Mo Xi seemed different from before, his aura seemed purer and stronger 

compared to before. 

 

"Chen that is the Supreme Light Hand, be careful with it" Shen Ning shouted at Ye Chen, she told Ye 

Chen about what was in Mo Xi's left hand. 

Chapter 2477 Ye Chen Vs Mo Xi Final (5) 

 

 

"Supreme Light Hand" a hand that is said to have incredible destructive power, it's a kind of artifact, to 

use it you have to cut off your hand first" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen. 

 

Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen the information of Mo Xi's left hand, it was a Legend Tier class artifact. 

 

Mo Xi was too rich, he was too rich and could take out Legend Tier artifacts easily, he was born from a 

high background, it was not strange that he could have so many Legend Tier artifacts. 

 

eαglesnᴏνel "Hahaha" Mo Xi laughed, this power was amazing, he felt that he had power beyond his 

comprehension. 

 

Supreme Light Hand started to become stronger and stronger, Mo Xi used more of his own power to 

strengthen Supreme Light Hand. 

 

"One strike, I will kill you with one strike" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

 



Mo Xi unleashed the power of the Supreme Light Hand, a light with superhuman strength spread out 

and covered a large portion of the Demon God Realm. 

 

The power that appeared was clearly much higher compared to Mo Xi's. 

 

The power that spread out began to gather at one point. 

 

It gathered back at the Supreme Light Hand. 

 

Such power condensed into a small, if it were to be unleashed, then its destructive power would be 

extremely terrifying and super devastating. 

 

"You won't be able to defeat me this time" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

 

The next attack would not be able to be resisted by Ye Chen, this was a powerful attack and would not 

be able to be resisted by Ye Chen. 

 

"Immortal Hand Palm" Mo Xi shot a huge palm towards Ye Chen, a huge palm shot towards Ye Chen 

with an extremely powerful force. 

 

"Dodge quickly, you won't be able to dodge it" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to dodge 

the incoming attack. 

 

"Then I won't lose to you" Ye Chen said that he wouldn't lose to Mo Xi. 

 

Ye Chen gathered all his strength, he opened the fire and water veins at the same time, when Ye Chen 

did this, his strength increased more, the amount increased rapidly. 

 

Ye Chen kept on increasing his strength, he increased his strength to rival the strength possessed by Mo 

Xi. 

 



"Dimension Breaker" Ye Chen directly attacked the strongest attack he had, he used Dimension Breaker 

to deal with Mo Xi's attack. 

 

"Boom. . ." the two attacks met, Dimension Breaker against Immortal Hand Palm. 

 

"Go ahead and defeat him" Mo Xi could only shout, he had already used his strength to use the 

Immortal Hand Palm. 

 

If he loses, then Mo Xi will be destroyed, he will lose in this place. 

 

"Crack k k k k " a large crack formed, the large crack was formed as a result of the dimensional power 

possessed by Ye Chen. 

 

The power of the Dimension Breaker defied all laws, so it was not strange that no one could defeat the 

power possessed by the Dimension Breaker. 

 

"Clank. . ." The Immortal Hand Palm shattered into pieces and vanished, it shattered into pieces when 

facing the power of the Dimension Breaker. 

 

"Be destroyed" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi, right now no one could protect Mo Xi from his attack. 

 

Mo Xi's body was hit by the power of the Dimension Breaker, its power was certainly capable of 

destroying the body possessed by Mo Xi, Mo Xi's strong body could not possibly survive such an 

almighty power. 

 

"uhhhhhh. . ." the body of Mo Xi became several pieces, it shattered into pieces after receiving the 

Dimension Breaker directly. 

 

  "I really lost, this really sucks" Mo Xi was angry, he was angry that she lost to Ye Chen. 

 

"But it doesn't matter, I've managed to buy some time" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

 



Mo Xi had managed to buy time, his task had been completely successful, there were no regrets in Mo 

Xi's life. 

 

He remained the winner, he was the victorious one in this battle, he had managed to open the 

dimensional wall confining the God Realm. 

 

  "Ding.  . . Ding.  . . Ding.  . . Ding.  . . Ding.  . . Ding.  . . Ding.  . . " the loud sound of bells resounded, this 

sound was extremely loud and could be heard by all living beings in the entire world. 

 

Whether it was in the God Realm or the Demon God Realm, they could all clearly hear the sound of the 

bell. 

 

"What is it. . . ?" Zhao Yanyan and the others also heard it, those in the God Realm could even hear it 

clearly. 

 

"master, this is bad, it has already started, it will capture everyone's soul" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen, 

Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to stop it immediately. 

 

"It's bad, what is it?" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan, what was Mo Xi using. 

 

"That is the Evil Soul Bel, one of the forbidden artifacts that was created in the past by some groups that 

call themselves evil gods" Chu Yuechan explained to Ye Chen, she explained quite clearly to Ye Chen. 

 

"what can Evil Soul Bel cause" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan. 

 

"Harvesting the souls of the living" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen, Evil Soul Bel has the effect to harvest the 

souls of the living who listen to the sound of the bell. 

 

"It can harvest the souls of the living and turn the harvested soul into an extremely terrifying power." 

 

It seemed like the Evil Soul Bel was used for power generation, it was used to power artifacts to fire 

attacks capable of destroying the boundary wall protecting the God Realm. 



 

"I see" Ye Chen immediately understood. 

 

People's souls began to be sucked in, those with weak strength and cultivation would not be able to 

survive and were sucked in by the Evil Soul Bel. 

 

Hundreds of Millions of souls flew towards the direction of the Evil Soul Bel. 

 

As the Evil Soul Bel gained a creature's soul, it became more and more powerful and its sound made 

those around tremble in fear, their souls like they were being sucked by the Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"How awful. . ." Ye Chen felt that the situation was getting worse and worse. 

 

"Help me out of this place" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to release herself from the 

formation that made him unable to move. 

 

"Got it" Ye Chen understood, he freed Shen Niang who was trapped inside. 

 

After getting free, Shen Niang went straight to Ye Chen's side, she went straight and helped Ye Chen. 

 

"What can we do to stop that thing?" Ye Chen asked Shen Niang, he wanted to know what they could do 

to stop that thing. 

 

"I don't think we will be able to stop that thing" Shen Niang told Ye Chen. 

 

"Why, what's the problem" Ye Chen asked Shen Niang, he wanted to know why they couldn't stop that 

thing. 

 

"If you do it now, all the souls that leave the body can't come back, you know what that means, many 

people will die" Shen Niang said the reason, he said the reason why they can't destroy it. 

 



Ye Chen was silent for a while, from what Shen Niang said, this was a desperate situation. 

 

"So what can we do, we can't possibly let it continue" Ye Chen said in a desperate tone. 

 

"I of course understand what you mean" Shen Niang of course understood what Ye Chen was saying. 

 

"I will try to stop it, so please help me" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she asked Ye Chen for help to stop 

the thing. 

 

"I will help you, we have to stop it together" Ye Chen told Shen Niang, they both have to stop it 

together. 

Chapter 2478 Stop Evil Soul Bel 

 

 

Ye Chen and Shen Niang finally teamed up, the two finally decided to work together to stop Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"Let's go forward" Ye Chen said to Shen Niang, he invited Shen Niang to go forward. 

 

Shen Niang understood, she went forward together with Ye Chen towards Evil Soul Bel. 

 

The two of them approached Evil Soul Bel, when they wanted to approach Evil Soul Bel, a strong voice 

held back and tried to stop them. 

 

"Evil Soul Bel doesn't want us to approach" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she felt that Evil Soul Bel wasn't 

allowing them to approach. 

 

The moment Ye Chen and Shen Niang wanted to approach, they were immediately stopped by a voice 

with great power. 

 

"We can't get close, what should I do" Ye Chen searched for a way, he searched for a way to get close to 

Evil Soul Bel. 



 

Ye Chen thought for a while, he was looking for a solution to the current problem. 

 

Meanwhile, Shen Niang was trying to get closer towards Evil Soul Bel. 

 

Shen Niang's strength was high, it gave her an advantage when trying to approach Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"So strong, it's getting stronger and stronger" Evil Soul Bel became stronger and stronger and pushed 

Shen Niang back. 

 

"This artifact is alive, it understands that I am a threat, that's why it pushed me away" Shen Niang 

realized that Evil Soul Bel was alive and had the intelligence to know that she was a threat. 

 

It could understand that Shen Niang was very strong and made a strong defense to prevent Shen Niang 

from advancing. 

 

"I must go forward and stop this thing" Shen Niang began to unleash her power, a huge aura of light 

enveloped Shen Niang's body and he began to advance. 

 

With this much power, Shen Niang could easily advance and break through the barrier created by Evil 

Soul Bel, sshe could easily advance forward without any obstacles. 

 

Shen Niang's strength began to deflect Evil Soul Bel's strength. 

 

"I will go forward, this is my chance" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, telling Ye Chen that she would go 

forward. 

 

Ye Chen nodded lightly, he was still thinking of a way to stop Evil Soul Bel. 

 

Shen Niang advanced, the distance between her and Evil Soul Bel was about 5 meters, she almost 

arrived near Evil Soul Bel. 



 

"Ding. . ." when Shen Niang was about to approach, Evil Soul Bel let out a terrifying and huge force, it 

instantly knocked Shen Niang back. 

 

"uhhhh. . . ., what is that power" Shen Niang couldn't believe that such power could come out from Evil 

Soul Bel. 

 

With that much power, Shen Niang was naturally forced back. 

 

"A voice, I know what to do" Ye Chen now knew what he had to do. 

 

He knew how to stop the Evil Soul Bel, why didn't he think of this earlier. 

 

"I know how to stop this thing" Ye Chen said to Shen Niang, Ye Chen told her that he could stop the Evil 

Soul Bel. 

 

"What are you going to do?" Shen Niang asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know what Ye Chen could do. 

 

Ye Chen made the room air and sound tight, this would make the Evil Soul Bel unable to ring and make a 

sound. 

 

When Ye Chen made it using dimensional power, the Evil Soul Bel no longer made a sound, there was no 

sound produced by the Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"It worked?" Shen Niang didn't think that such a method could work, it was quite surprising for Shen 

Niang. 

 

"Come on. Let's do it." Ye Chen said to Shen Niang, they had to stop Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"Let's go. . ." after Ye Chen sealed away all of Evil Soul Bel's activities, the two directly advanced and 

headed towards Evil Soul Bel. 



 

"We stop this thing, we will control it" Ye Chen said to Shen Niang. 

 

"I leave this to you, I'll give you some strength" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen that she 

left this matter to Ye Chen. 

 

"Understood. ." Ye Chen understood, he would do his best to stop Evil Soul Bel. 

 

Ye Chen began to channel his power into the Evil Soul Bel, with the help of Shen Niang, his power 

became enormous. 

 

Ye Chen's power entered into the Evil Soul Bel, it began to enter and started to control the Evil Soul Bel. 

 

Evil Soul Bel rebelled, it tried to drive Ye Chen away. 

 

Ye Chen used the water vein, the boundless profound energy suppressed the power of the Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"almost" Ye Chen said to Shen Niang, he was close to controlling Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"Do your best, I will support you" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she would support Ye Chen with her 

power. 

 

Ye Chen's power enveloped Evil Soul Bel, it started to take over Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"Crack. . ." Evil Soul Bel was successfully taken over by Ye Chen, he successfully took over Evil Soul Bel. 

 

"Do a reversal, turn the movement upside down" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to 

reverse the direction of the bell. 

 



"Understood" Ye Chen understood what Shen Niang meant, he reversed the direction of the bell's 

movement and vibration. 

 

Instantly all the souls that entered started to come out, they came out and returned to their original 

bodies. 

 

"It worked. . ." Ye Chen said to Shen Niang. 

 

"Looks like it worked, good job, you came back to save everyone" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, he came 

back to save everyone. 

 

Everything was turned back by Ye Chen, he turned back the souls that were previously sucked by Evil 

Soul Bel. 

 

eαglesnovel`c,om Moments later, all the souls had come out and returned to their bodies, Evil Soul Bel 

was directly destroyed by Ye Chen using dimensional power. 

 

"Bang. . ." Ye Chen destroyed the Evil Soul Bel, he destroyed the Evil Soul Bel and immediately destroyed 

the other artifacts that Mo Xi wanted to use. 

 

"It's finally done" Shen Niang was relieved, everything was done, they had prevented a major disaster. 

 

"Let's solve our problem with Mo Xi" Ye Chen said to Shen Niang. 

 

"Of course, let's do just that" Shen Niang agreed with what Ye Chen said. 

 

Ye Chen and Shen Niang went to where Mo Xi who had been seriously injured was. 

 

"Uh, where is he?" Ye Chen and Shen Niang did not find Mo Xi's body, they had not found the body that 

Mo Xi had. 

 



"Did he leave?" Shen Niang asked Ye Chen, did Mo Xi run away from them. 

 

"No way, she's been injured so badly and probably won't be able to live for a long time, there's no way 

she ran away, maybe someone took he away" Ye Chen told Shen Niang. 

 

Mo Xi is already on the verge of death, there is no way she can run away, someone must have taken his 

body. 

 

"What is that person's purpose, why is he after Mo Xi's body" Ye Chen wondered. 

 

"We have to look for him" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to look for the whereabouts of 

Mo Xi. 

 

"he might not be far from this place" Ye Chen was sure that they were not too far from this place. 

 

Although the main problem has been successfully solved by Ye Chen, Mo Xi is still a serious threat, he is 

still a serious threat in the future, and must be eliminated. 

Chapter 2479 Yu Ting Carries Mo Xi's Injured Body 

 

 

"Yuechan, who do you think took hin away?" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan. 

 

"Most likely the person who took her away wanted Mo Xi's body, you must know that a person's body is 

like a rare treasure" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen. 

 

Chances are that person didn't save Mo Xi, she took Mo Xi's body for her own benefit. 

 

"Wouldn't that be quite a serious problem" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

 

"You're absolutely right, it would be quite a serious matter" Chu Yuechan said. 



 

That person could definitely become the second Mo Xi if not stopped. 

 

"We don't know what his purpose is, but it will be a very troublesome thing" Chu Yuechan said to Ye 

Chen. 

 

Ye Chen searched for the whereabouts of Mo Xi, somehow he did not find the whereabouts of Mo Xi, 

Mo Xi had left and could not be found by Ye Chen. 

 

"There's no point in looking for him, I didn't find him" Ye Chen didn't find the whereabouts of Mo Xi, it 

was very difficult to find the whereabouts of Mo Xi. 

 

"Just take care of the people who are Mo Xi's men, don't let them run away" Chu Yuechan said to Ye 

Chen. 

 

"I will do just that" Since Ye Chen did not find the whereabouts of Mo Xi, he decided to destroy the rest 

of Mo Xi's army. 

 

Ye Chen killed them all and left nothing behind, all were killed by Ye Chen. 

 

"It's done" Ye Chen was done, he finished everyone there, by using Clone, he eradicated them all. 

 

Now it's just a matter of finding Mo Xi, who is currently taking him away. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

The one who brought the body of Mo Xi was Yu Ting, she took Mo Xi's body for herself. 

 



"I got something so big, this will make me stronger" Yu Ting couldn't wait to harvest the body from Mo 

Xi, she might be able to increase her strength when absorbing the essence and blood in Mo Xi's body. 

 

Mo Xi was already at the immortal rebirth Realm level after all, harvesting and sucking the cultivation 

would make Yu Ting even stronger. 

 

This woman was ambitious, she was eager to fight against all that had brought her shame. 

 

"Just you wait, I will take care of all of you soon" Yu Ting will avenge his previous defeat, let's see if Zhao 

Yanyan can still defeat him after he took the body essence from Mo Xi. 

 

Yu Ting started, he began to harvest Mo Xi dry, he enjoyed doing this with Mo Xi. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

Ye Chen and Shen Niang did not find the existence of Mo Xi, both of them failed to find the existence of 

Mo Xi. 

 

"We didn't find him" Ye Chen didn't find him, he was quite disappointed about this. 

 

"There is no trace of that person" Shen Niang did not find any trace of Mo Xi, she did not know where 

Mo Xi was right now. 

 

"We should go back first" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to go back first. 

 

"What's wrong?" Ye Chen asked Shen Niang why Shen Niang wanted to go back. 

 

"Looks like something happened in God Realm, we have to go back" Shen Niang told Ye Chen, she told 

Ye Chen that something happened in God Realm. 



 

"I understand" Ye Chen became worried when listening to what Shen Niang said, what exactly is going 

on right now. 

 

Ye Chen and Shen Niang decided to return to God Realm, they used the fastest speed to return. 

 

A few minutes later Ye Chen and Shen Niang returned, when they came back, they saw that there was a 

bit of trouble in some places. 

 

"what happened to them, they seem to be out of control and rampaging in and out of the city" Ye Chen 

looked and observed what happened. 

 

"I guessed it" Shen Niang could guess this problem, this must be a serious problem. 

 

"Yanyan is in charge of this place, let's just ask her" Shen Niang said to Ye Chen. 

 

For more details Shen Niang invited Ye Chen to ask Zhao Yanyan. 

 

"I can answer your questions" Nanlan Lia spoke to Ye Chen, she appeared and told Ye Chen about what 

happened in this place. 

 

"Tell me what happened?" Ye Chen told Nanlan Lia to tell him what happened. 

 

eαglesnᴏνel "Some time before there were some bats released by the woman asking Yu Ting, it started 

infecting people and made them crazy and uncontrollable, it is quite difficult to overcome the madness 

of those affected by the plague" Nanlan Lia said. 

 

Nanlan Lia told me what happened, she explained what happened to Ye Chen. 

 

"What! ! !" he didn't expect Yu Ting to attack first. 

 



"What about the current situation?" Shen Niang asked Nanlan Lia. 

 

"It's a little difficult, I see that they are dealing with this problem, they might need your help" Nanlan Lia 

said to Ye Chen and Shen Niang. 

 

"Then let's get started, we can't let them get into trouble" Ye Chen wanted to help Zhao Yanyan and the 

others. 

 

"I'll take care of them, you just focus on destroying the cause of this problem" Shen Niang would take 

care of those who went berserk, she could calm their rage and madness. 

 

"I understand, if it's you, I can relax" Ye Chen felt relaxed if it was Shen Niang. 

 

Ye Chen decided to help Zhao Yanyan find the root of all the problems, he searched for the bat that 

Nanlan Lia said. 

 

"You seem to know a lot of things, very interesting" Nanlan Lia knew a lot of things, it made Shen Niang 

interested. 

 

"Fufufufu, I'm not like that, there's still a lot I don't know" Nanlan Lia smiled at Shen Niang, she was not 

what Shen Niang thought. 

 

"You don't need to be so modest, I've been watching you all along" Shen Niang said that he had been 

watching Nanlan Lia all along, he also saw the movements Nanlan Lia made in the shadows. 

 

Nanlan Lia was surprised when she heard what Shen Niang said. 

 

"You're very good, I'm surprised to hear that" Nanlan Lia said that she was surprised when she heard 

what Shen Niang said. 

 

"Then I'll go first." Shen Niang told Nanlan Lia that he would help people who became uncontrollable 

and wild. 



 

Nanlan Lia watched Shen Niang leave, this woman was too strong, it made Nanlan Lia surprised. 

 

Every woman Ye Chen had was great, they had beauty as well as great intelligence, how did Ye Chen 

manage such women, it made Nanlan Lia quite curious. 

 

"Alright, I'll start to track that woman, where did she take that person to escape" Nanlan Lia knew where 

Mo Xi escaped to, she saw Yu Ting take her away. 

 

"I'll look for her" Nanlan Lia started looking, she used her troops to search for Yu Ting's location. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

Ye Chen left, he went to see Zhao Yanyan. 

 

"How is your condition right now?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan, he wanted to know the condition of 

Zhao Yanyan. 

 

"I'm fine, but you saw that there was a mess" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen that there 

was a mess because of Yu Ting. 

 

"It's okay, I understand, I will help you" Ye Chen said that he would help Zhao Yanyan, he would help 

solve the problem caused by Yu Ting. 

 

"um . . ." Zhao Yanyan nodded, she really needed help from Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan went to look for the bat that was released by Yu Ting. 

 



With Ye Chen's detection ability, he might be able to find the bat easily. 

 

"About where the bat went" Ye Chen searched for where the bat went, he used the traces he found and 

guided it towards a city. 

Chapter 2480 Walking Together With Zhao Yanyan 

 

 

"Here, I feel some of them" Ye Chen told that he felt some of the bats that Zhao Yanyan said. 

 

"Got it, then let's destroy them all" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen to destroy them. 

 

"Be careful, they are very fast and can strike back" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan, he told Zhao Yanyan that 

bats are fast and able to move around. 

 

"I understand, they are fast, but we can definitely beat them" Zhao Yanyan acknowledged what Ye Chen 

said, she also knew that the bats were fast and not easy to chase. 

 

Even Zhao Yanyan who had incredible speed had problems catching and destroying them. 

 

"Then let's get started" Ye Chen was the first to come forward, he came forward to help Zhao Yanyan to 

destroy Yu Ting's bats. 

 

By using Ye Chen's help, Zhao Yanyan's work could be lighter and at the back. 

 

Ye Chen entered and began to surround, he used the Clone to surround and lock down the movement of 

the bats. 

 

"Ckkkkkkkk" the bat started to realize Ye Chen, it started to attack Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen used the power of flame, he started to lead them towards Zhao Yanyan. 



 

"Leave it to me" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to leave this matter to her. 

 

Zhao Yanyan used the power of light that she had, she used the power of light to destroy the bats. 

 

"Boom. . ." the bats were instantly destroyed by Zhao Yanyan, Zhao Yanyan destroyed them by using the 

power of light. 

 

"it works, it's easy to destroy them when together with husband" Zhao Yanyan found it easier to do so 

when she was together with Ye Chen, being together with Ye Chen made everything easy. 

 

"We still have a lot to accomplish, we can't relax" Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan. 

 

"Understood" Zhao Yanyan understood, she must not relax because the enemies were still many. 

 

"The two are back to searching, they have to destroy the bats that have created chaos throughout God 

Realm. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

Shen Niang used the power of light to make everyone calm down, by using the power of light she made 

them calmer. 

 

For Shen Niang this kind of thing was an easy thing to do, she cured everyone of the infection and they 

were fully conscious. 

 

"This problem is troublesome as hell, but I've overcome it, I hope they solve the bat problem that makes 

people go crazy soon" Shen Nian hoped that Ye Chen could solve the problem. 

 



It's finally done, we spent quite a bit of time destroying all the bats. 

 

After two days of non-stop work, Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan and the others were finally able to solve the 

problem left by Yu Ting. 

 

"Everything is under control, let's go back" Ye Chen invited everyone to go back, he wanted to invite 

everyone to go back and discuss what had just happened. 

 

"What happened, the sound of the bell before, do you know about it?" Nangong Xiang asked Ye Chen, 

she asked what happened before. 

 

Ye Chen explained what happened, he explained everything that happened to Zhao Yanyan and the 

others. 

 

"That person disappeared, is this matter not over yet" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

 

Zhao Yanyan didn't expect that Mo Xi was missing, it meant that the matter would still continue. 

 

"I hope you guys stay careful, I don't know what will happen next, so I can only tell you all to be more 

careful" Ye Chen told them to be more careful because there are still enemies that have not been 

resolved. 

 

"Understood, we will increase our vigilance, we must not let the previous thing happen again" Zhao 

Yanyan strongly agreed with what Ye Chen said. 

 

"I have appointed Xu Leiya and Lu Hanna to handle the Demon God Realm, I will stay in this place for the 

time being" Ye Chen said that he would stay in this place for the time being. 

 

"That's a good choice" Zhao Yanyan was happy when listening to what Ye Chen said, it meant that they 

had time with Ye Chen for a while. 

 



"This seems like a good time to recharge, I'll tackle Yu Ting after that" Ye Chen planned to tackle Yu Ting, 

he had already promised to defeat Yu Ting. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

eαglesnᴏνel "There is no strange movement in that place, what is that woman planning" Lu Hanna has 

not received any good news, she has not received any strange news from the reconnaissance troops 

sent out, rather everything seems quiet, even the rest of Yu Ting's troops are silent and not making 

preparations for war. 

 

"What do you think" Lu Hanna asked Xu Leiya, she wanted to know Xu Leiya's opinion. 

 

"There is no problem, but I believe that she is planning something big" Xu Leiya sensed that Yu Ting was 

planning something big. 

 

"Nothing unusual, I think we don't need to move for the time being" Xu Leiya said to Lu Hanna, she told 

Lu Hanna not to move and do anything unnecessary. 

 

"You're right, it's too rash to move, I better send more people to watch them" Lu Hanna decided to send 

more people to watch them, it was the only way Lu Hanna could do. 

 

"I agree" Xu Leiya agreed, she agreed with what Lu Hanna was doing. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

Ye Chen did not receive any news from Lu Hanna, that meant they were fine, so Ye Chen could stay 

inside the God Realm even longer. 

 



"Husband" Zhao Yanyan walked beside Ye Chen, she accompanied Ye Chen to take a walk and fix the 

problems that happened. 

 

"Sorry, I was thinking about something" Ye Chen said that he was thinking about something. 

 

"You should relax more, don't be too tense" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen not to be too 

tense. 

 

"I understand" Ye Chen understood, he wouldn't be too tense. 

 

"Yanyan is with me today, of course I'm very happy" Ye Chen was happy because Zhao Yanyan was 

beside him. 

 

"What do you mean" Zhao Yanyan blushed when she heard what Ye Chen said. 

 

Ye Chen reached out his hand and started to hold Zhao Yanyan's hand. 

 

Zhao Yanyan understood what Ye Chen was doing, she immediately went and hugged Ye Chen's arm. 

 

Ye Chen smiled when he saw this, they became very close and clung tightly. 

 

The two of them went for a walk while making sure there were no problems left, Ye Chen hoped that no 

more problems would occur in this place. 

 

A peaceful place is what Ye Chen likes, Ye Chen likes a peaceful place so that he can comfortably stay 

with his wife. 

 

"There are many things we can do, what do you want?" Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan. 

 

For today Ye Chen wanted to be with Zhao Yanyan, he wanted to make Zhao Yanyan happy. 



 

"Then let's go to a beautiful place" Zhao Yanyan invited Ye Chen to go to a beautiful place. 

 

"Beautiful place?" Ye Chen thought, he was looking for the most beautiful place he could find. 

 

"After searching for a while, Ye Chen found a place that he thought was beautiful, he took Zhao Yanyan 

to a flower garden that had bloomed and was full of good scenery and air. 

 

"This place is beautiful" Zhao Yanyan liked this place, she could probably spend time together with Ye 

Chen in this place. 

 


